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to study as objectively and
^systematically as he can the
way things are. I can't figure
out why such an aim should
bother Catholics, but it does.

I have resigned myself,
I have been told through
regretfully, to the fact that
the years ithat the Catholic
antagonism to empirical
church does not need
social science
sociology because it has the
r will never
Scriptures] or the infallible
disappear frteachings jof the pope, or
' om
the
divine providence, or God's
grace or, more recently, the
Catholic chuinspiration! of the Holy
rch. I do not
Spirit. I have always
know why
ithis is so; all , suggested jin. response that
these various aids, the
the
Fr. Greeley that
importance] of which should
empirical socnot be minimized, are very
ial researcher wants to do is

response is to look at me a| |
though I were a heretic.
A few weeks ago, Fathei

James Schall, S.J., a political
theorist of some note froraf
Georgetown University!

renewed the charge

of any sort).
He takes exception, for
example, to the restaurants
at which I ate when I was] in
Rome studying the papal
election (not lithe ton-of-theline tourist traps, by the
I-way). Since he was there fat
ii the time, Father Schall
; knows as well as I do that
these are restaurants
which I was! taken by
Jesuit colleagues and frien.
| and, in any event, one hasfto
I wonder what restaurants
|| have to do with seric
I intellectual discussion.

sociology and faith
incompatible, and said quitel
bluntly and quite explicitly!
that as a sociologist I believ<§j
the norm for morality^;
depends on the way things!
are and not the way thingsjl
I should be.
m
I
Moreover, my colleagues
: I'm not quite sure how^i ffat NORC and I haV
[seriously to take FatherJ| p| repeated ad nauseam
Schall (though heaven| IXHrough the years that we do
knows his modest conf Ipnot believe that the way
tribution to scholarship is1 I things are is. the appropriate
not burdened with empirical, I norm for devising moral
evidence or indeed evidence!! ii principles. Either Father
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Schall has read our vvork
carefully enough, to know

! Indeed, we were all taught -in
the.seminary the ancient

that is our position land

CathoHc doctrine thai the

hence is deliberately
deceiving his readers, or he
has not read our work and is
writing irresponsibly. In
either case, his reputation
for intellectual honesty
suffers.
But it will not do merely
to say, as Father Schall does,
that the proper norm for
morality is the way things
should be; if one purports to
engage
in
serious'
philosophical
and
theological discussion.
Furthermore,
Father
Schall also knows that
traditional Catholic theology
asserts that a locus
theologicus is the "sense of
the faithful" or the belief of
the "learning church."

learning church is infallible
in its beliefs.
How do theologians cope
with the disagreement •
between the teaching church
and the learning church?
Neither Father Schall nor
anyone-else that I know of
seems willing to address the
question, or even to admit
that it exists. To the extent
that anybody pays any
attention to the question,
their response seems to be
that only those among the
faithful who accept what the
magisterium has already Jaid
down deserve to be called
the faithful. Such a stand
seems to preclude the
necessity of taking the
learning church seriously as
a theological source.
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